
ANONYMOUS TIPPING FOR  EACC  

 

FACTBOX:  FRAUD ALERT ON INTENSE FINANCIAL SCAM AT THE      

               NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRAINING AUTHORITY (NITA)  

EACC, please treat this as primary information from a source 

with direct knowledge of the above matter. 

NITA employees are sounding an alarm over the gruesome 

murder of one, June Kangogo (an accountant on Temporary 

terms of service [TE]) who was a conduit of siphoning public 

resources at NITA. It’s highly suspected without any iota of doubt 

that Ms. Kangogo’s death is linked to black-money menace which 

has dominated the public discourse of dealing with NITA. Her 

death might be part a cover-up because of the most recent 

arrests by EACC and report on Citizen TV.  

The wide-scale of financial fraud and unethical accounting and 

procurement practices involved a criminal conspiracy of the 

following:  

o Stephen Ogenga –Director General  

o James Nyang’au – Accountant  

o Thomas Nakitare – Accountant  

o Timothy Nalianya  Chetegei– Accountant : TE 

o Allan Matete – Accountant : TE (Quit his job under 

mysterious circumstances ) and,  

o The late June Kangogo – Accountant : TE 

This group devised a scheme of creative accounting, 

manipulation, trickery and deceit to net for themselves huge 

amounts of taxpayers’ money. To unravel the fraud and unethical 

accounting practices at NITA, we draw the following areas for 

your urgent attention and investigation;  

 



o Homecare Management  and associated  Accredited 

Trainers  to establish and make a finding of an intricate web 

of theft in a conspiracy where some students are examined 

and given NITA-branded certificate without a cent being  

paid to NITA . Collins Owino and Margret Ndambuki are 

persons of interest on how NITA is shortchanged.  

o Procurement fraud through Hot-air Supplies. One Jesse 

Wakuha (*sp), an alleged relative to Timothy N. Chetegei and 

boyfriend to the deceased Ms. Kangogo.  Investigate 

companies associated with Jesse Wakuha in relation to hot-

air supplies and God-speed processing of his payments in 

Finance department. It’s June and Timothy who were tasked 

to deliver bahasha ya Bw. Mkubwa.  

o High-Value and obscene imprest advances to June Kangogo 

were surrendered fictitiously.  Hard to imagine that a TE 

without a portfolio was used as a conduit by Ogenga to 

embezzle taxpayers’ money   through a conspiracy of 

manipulating financial records in the name of surrender. 

Truth again is; same loot shared and bahasha ya Mkubwa 

religiously delivered- facts.  

The Accounting Officer/Director General in connivance with the 

listed accountants promoted an intense regime which injured the 

financial interests of the Authority through illegal financial 

activities, criminal misappropriation of public funds, and criminal 

breach of trust.  

Another revelation is that these accountants’ lifestyles were 

astonishingly above their pay-grades. They are driving flashy 

cars and living big yet they were TEs.  For example, please visit 

the Facebook and Instagram profile for Tim Chetegei to satisfy 

yourselves with the actual truth about his extraordinary lifestyle. 



As indicated, fraud at NITA involves misuse of public money 

through creative accounting in a conspiracy evidenced by;  

o Intentional acts of deception involving huge financial 

transactions for personal gains. 

o Massive existence of illegal and unethical management of 

public resources 

o Manipulation, falsification, and alteration of financial 

records.  

o Misrepresentation and intentional omission of amounts, 

misapplication of accounting principles and marking of 

misleading or false disclosures.  

There is a massive existence of an element of subterfuge, and 

abuse of position of trust by the accounting officer /Director 

General. He has perfected his philosophical art of spreading risk 

within his subordinates in a chameleon camouflage perspective.  

 

Auditors from KENAO were bribed to cover up intense 

falsification and manipulation of the Authorities books of 

accounts in addition to the untruthful public disclosure of the 

Authority’s financial state of affairs. The identification, prevention 

and minimization of incidences of financial fraud is the collective 

responsibility of all, including citizens, public servants, and the 

government through key regulators and investigating agencies.  

We are told EACC officers walk out of Ogenga’s office do walk 

out of Mr. Ogenga’s office smiling while shamelessly holding 

brown envelopes and if this is true, it must stop in dire interest 

of the public good. An employee has died over financial scams 

designed and executed from office of the Director General.  

Thank you.  

NITA staff.    


